SCIENCE!

Pharmacology is the research and development of beneficial __
Sociologists study how people interact in __
An environmentalist studies the interaction of ecosystems and __
A __ biologist studies life forms that live in or near water
A mineralogist studies minerals; a metallurgist studies __
An oceanographer studies the __ and life in them
The study of living organisms
A __ studies interactions between physical substances
The study of plant, animal, and environmental interaction
A paleontologist studies ancient life forms, especially rock-like __
Entomologists study __, which tend to bug the rest of us
A mathematician studies the manipulation of __
The study of the interactions of matter and energy
The study of animals and their behavior
A __ studies the structure, growth and identification of plants
An archeologist studies ancient peoples and their __
A __ scientist may use science to help solve crimes
Endocrinologists study glands and __ in the human body
A __ studies languages and communication
__ engineers research and develop aircraft and spacecraft
The study of objects beyond our own planet and solar system
Studies the composition and dynamics of the Earth’s structure
Studies genes and hereditary characteristics
A __ engineer studies the interaction of forces and materials
__ is the study of human behavior and interactions
Microbiology is the study of __ organisms
The study of human origins and development
A scientist who studies the atmosphere and weather patterns
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